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Dual-Frequency Defect-Mode Lasing in Aperiodic
Distributed Feedback Cavities

Thomas G. Folland and Subhasish Chakraborty

Abstract— In this letter, we aim to provide the first in-
depth study of a multiband hologram filter response under
the influence of gain. We find that these aperiodic distributed
feedback (ADFB) gratings, which are essentially computer opti-
mized digital holograms, can be inverse designed to possess
multiple defectlike modes analogous to those present in quarter-
wave phase shifted gratings. We attribute this phenomenon to
the interaction between multiple photonic band gaps in ADFB
cavities. Further examination of the ADFB gratings reveal that
the defect-mode lasing solutions are insensitive to the variations
of the grating feedback strength (κ). This result in particular,
which has important significance to minimize error in fabrica-
tion, is confirmed against published experimental data for an
ADFB laser.

Index Terms— Lasers, distributed feedback lasers, laser
resonators, semiconductor lasers.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTROLLING the color of light emitted by a laser
requires careful design of the resonant cavity used.

Although the traditional target for resonator design is single
frequency lasing, reliable multicolor emission is also appeal-
ing for other applications. For example, coherent frequency
generation requires the photomixing of two lasers in a non-
linear medium to generate spectrally pure light at a sum or
difference frequency [1]. By generating both frequencies in
the same cavity the common-noise effect will significantly
reduce the linewidth of generated light, thereby relaxing phase
stability requirements on the laser. Distributed feedback (DFB)
gratings are one of the most conventional ways of achieving
frequency selective mode control. The conventional uniform
DFB grating reflects light at twice the grating period (�)
through Bragg scattering, leading to a photonic stop-band
at the Bragg wavelength (λB = 2�neff , where neff is the
grating effective index) [2], [3]. Distributed feedback lasers
based on uniform gratings show a mode spectrum with two
degenerate modes with identical threshold gain values at the
stop band edges [4], which may result in dual color emission.
The spacing between the two band-edge lasing modes and their
corresponding threshold values are intrinsically linked through
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Fig. 1. Structure of spatial domain holograms a) - c) show holograms with an
increasing number of spatial frequency components, represented by a uniform
grating, a grating with a quarter-wave phase-shift and an aperiodic lattice.

the grating feedback strength (κ), so it is difficult to control
the mode spacing without affecting laser performance. Further-
more small perturbations to the DFB cavity, such as non-zero
facet reflectivity, can break the threshold degeneracy between
band-edge modes [4], leading to single mode emission.

A common way to induce robust single frequency emission
from a DFB laser is to break the real-space uniformity
by introducing a quarter-wave phase-shift or defect into the
structure; this leads to a defect-mode within the photonic stop
band at λB. However, with a single quarter-wave phase-shift,
designers are restricted to only one defect-mode. Relaxing the
grating spatial uniformity further allows almost any desired
spectral response to be achieved, resulting in the formation
of an aperiodic lattice [5]. The recently developed discretely
tunable aperiodic DFB (ADFB) laser is a strikingly successful
example of such an approach [6]–[8], in which multiple defects
are incorporated into a grating using aperiodic lattice engi-
neering to simultaneously enable precise frequency selection
and tuning. Unlike other approaches [9]–[12], the aperiodic
lattice design is not the output of a deterministic mathematical
operation; rather it is a computer-optimized digital hologram.
The hologram contains a multitude of phase-shifts, the precise
locations and sizes of which are set such that they operate
collectively to provide a well-defined set of spatial frequency
components, as revealed by the Fourier transform (FT) of the
hologram [5], [6]. To illustrate the physical structure of such
aperiodic lattices, in Fig. 1 we present uniform, quarter-wave
shifted and ADFB gratings of the same length (see method-
ology for synthesis). Each grating has a distinct FT response,
with one, two and three spatial frequency components for
uniform, quarter-wave shifted and ADFB gratings respectively,
as indicated on the right-hand side of Fig. 1.

The key advantage of the ADFB technology, to define
and control resonances at multiple wavevectors with high
resolution in the first Brillouin zone, has been discussed
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in detail elsewhere [5], [6]. The ADFB grating plays
two roles: (i) it provides mode selection photonic bands at
user-defined frequencies, and (ii) it enables electronic switch-
ing between these bands when integrated within a Fabry-
Perot (FP) laser cavity with a current-controllable spectral
gain shape. The second point has been much discussed in our
prior work [8], where we employed time-domain modeling to
calculate the lasing mode spectra of the compound system (i.e.
the combined FP and grating). However, a detailed calculation
of the ADFB filter response in the presence of gain was not
performed, and as such the grating FT (Fig. 1) does not directly
reveal the frequency and threshold of lasing modes. In this
letter we study the multiband ADFB (i.e. digital hologram)
filter response under the influence of gain. The methodology,
which exploits the transfer matrix method (TMM) to calcu-
late the ADFB reflectivity and group delay filter functions,
is similar to techniques described in references [12]–[14].
We show that the ADFB gain-reflection response contains
infinite-amplification (finite output for zero input) singularities
at which the laser oscillation condition is satisfied. At these
singularities the device enters a slow light regime which
can result, for example, in dramatic increase of light-matter
interaction within a gain medium [3]. Indeed, the introduction
of gain to the ADFB filter function has been instrumental in
enabling us to predict modal amplification within a graphene
controlled laser [15].

II. METHODOLOGY

The aperiodic lattice (Fig. 1c) is inverse designed by setting
a target filter function κ̃( f ), [8] and using a binary search
algorithm with simulated annealing (SA) to optimize the
lattice; here κ̃( f ) contains two high transmission defect states
within a wide photonic stop band [5]. The SA algorithm starts
by initially selecting a random grating structure to form a trial
lattice. The spectral response of the trial lattice is calculated
using the FT method described elsewhere [5], [6], [8], giving
an initial spectral response. The difference between the target
spectral characteristics and the actual spectral response (i.e,
the FT of the trial lattice), describing the ‘error’, is then cal-
culated and used as the cost function for the SA optimization
process. On each subsequent iteration, the algorithm modifies
a randomly selected grating element, generating a new trial
grating and re-computing the cost function. The new trial
grating is then evaluated in an annealed, probabilistic fashion.
Specifically, if the recomputed cost function falls below a
predetermined cost function value then the trial grating is
accepted and the process continues for further optimization.
To ensure that the search process avoids becoming trapped
in any local minima at the early stages of the optimization
process, small increases in the cost function are also accepted
according to Maxwell-Boltzmann classical probability statis-
tics. As the system ‘cools’ the probability of accepting positive
increase in cost function reduces, and the system tends towards
a global minimum in cost space, producing an optimal grating
design.

To calculate the forward problem (i.e. the filter response
of a hologram under the influence of gain) accurately we
exploit a TMM based on [12] and [16]. In brief, the

Fig. 2. Calculated a) reflectivity and b) group delay (ps) response functions
for a periodic grating for κL = 1.5. Results agree with coupled wave theory.

forward and backward propagating waves are related through
a system transfer matrix M. This matrix can be expressed
as the product of a series of sub-matrices (Ti ), governing
the propagation and scattering within grating element with an
index of n1 or n2. Scattering was calculated using the Fresnel
coefficients for reflection at the boundaries between layers [16]
and normalized to the grating coupling constant κ L, where
n2 − n1 = �n = κλB/2 and L is the grating length.
To remove the difference in optical path length between
grating elements of n1 and n2 propagation was performed
according to the geometrically averaged effective index, neff .
Material gain (g) is included in simulations by adding an
imaginary component to neff . We can express the reflection
and transmission coefficients from the components (Ti j ) of
the matrix M; r = T12/T11 and t = 1/T11 (and corresponding
power reflectivity and transmission R = |r |2, T = |t|2).
To calculate the spectral group delay τ (ω) of a wave propagat-
ing through the structure we utilize the following expression
in terms of the transmission phase φt [17];

τ (ω) = dφt

dω
(1)

As group delay is intrinsically linked to the electromagnetic
density of modes (DOM) [3], [18], we can use it to study
the photonic band structure properties of ADFB gratings.
To analyze the properties of lasing modes and the DOM
we calculate the reflection coefficient and group delay filter
response over the full frequency-gain ( f, g) plane. These
results can be represented by a contour plot, where the reflec-
tivity or group delay is represented by contour information
as a variable of f (normalized to fB = c/λB) and g. The
condition for self-oscillation is provided by the points where
R( f, g) → ∞, corresponding to a finite output for zero input.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2 we present the properties of the uniform grating,
characterized by a single dominant Fourier component, in
terms of both reflectivity and group delay (or DOM). The
behavior of uniform gratings in general are well known, but
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Fig. 3. Calculated a) reflectivity and b) group delay (ps) response functions
for a single quarter-wave defect grating for κL = 1.5.

are discussed here to provide a more systematic understanding
of singularities in the gain-reflectivity and gain-group delay
response functions. The plots show a series of singularities in
both response functions, which represent the frequency and
gain values at which self-oscillation occurs. Furthermore, we
note that a single reflection band, as provided by a uniform
grating, contributes two degenerate singularities with identical
threshold gain values at the band-edges to the filter response.
This is the band-edge enhancement effect as discussed at
length in earlier work, indicated here by the peaks in the
group delay response function [3], [14]. We can now study
these properties in ADFB structures.

Reflectivity and group delay results are presented for a
single quarter-wave defect, characterized by two symmetric
Fourier components each contributing a single reflectivity band
around fB in Fig. 3. As discussed above, each reflection band
should contribute two singularities to the filter function at
the band edges. However, as two reflection bands are placed
sufficiently close together, specifically at the two immediately
resolvable Fourier-points around fB [5], [6], two singularities
will coincide and the group delay (or DOM) is enhanced
by both band-edges [14]. This leads to a strong resonance
at fB with decreased threshold compared with the uniform
grating [14], which can be viewed as a defect state in a broad
photonic bandgap. We also note the two singularities at the
opposite edge of each Bragg band at significantly higher gain
values, which are conventional band-edge states as observed
in the uniform grating. We finally discuss the aperiodic lat-
tice (characterized by three dominant Fourier components as
shown in Fig. 1(c)); the results are shown in Fig. 4. Once
again each Fourier component contributes a single reflectivity
band and then each band will contribute two singularities to
the filter function. In this case due to the choice of the Fourier
points we find that bands overlap at two frequencies on either
side of fB. As in the single-defect structure, the DOM combine
at each of these points, leading to two singularities of lower
threshold than the outer band-edge modes.

Now that we have addressed the existence of the singu-
larities in the ADFB grating response, we can assess the

Fig. 4. Calculated a) reflectivity and b) group delay (ps) response functions
for an aperiodic grating for κL = 1.5. The dotted line is plotted in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. Reflectivity and group delay (ps) response functions in the ( f, κL)
plane for a) uniform, b) quarter-wave phase-shift and c) ADFB gratings with
gL = 1.5.

robustness of the modes in these structures. To do this we
examine the positions of the reflectivity and group delay
maxima as the grating coupling strength is changed (shown
for all three structures in Fig. 5). For the uniform grating
as the coupling strength is increased, the band edge modes
display continuous tuning. This is due to the broadening of
the photonic band gap for a stronger coupling strength [2].
However, for the case of the single-defect and multi-defect
ADFB gratings the lowest threshold defect modes show no
such frequency movement as the grating coupling strength
is varied. Note that the higher threshold modes still change
frequency suggesting they act as conventional band edge
states. This suggests that the two principal modes in the multi-
defect ADFB grating are of similar nature to that of the well-
known quarter-wave single defect grating.

The insensitivity of the ADFB defect mode singularities to
coupling strength has important experimental consequences.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between reflectivity calculated in this letter and dominant
laser emission frequencies (represented as red dots) presented in [19]. Each
mode dominates at a different operational current. Discrete mode tuning and
the small observable deviation between theory and experiment is attributed to
feedback from FP facets.

To this end, in Fig. 6 we compare results plotted in Fig. 4
(κ L = 1.5, gL = 2.5) with the dominant laser modes
(red dots) presented in reference [19], where an ADFB grating
following the design in Fig. 1(c) has been integrated into a
terahertz Quantum Cascade Laser [6]–[8]. In contrast to [19],
where laser emission was explained qualitatively using the
peak position of the ADFB reflectivity bands within the
limited gain bandwidth, here we match the measured lasing
mode positions to defect-mode singularities predicted by the
TMM. To do this, first we exploit the global symmetry of
the ADFB response function (see Fig. 4 and 5c) across fB.
Thereafter, the only fitting parameter required for matching
is the Bragg frequency ( fB = 4.325 THz), defined by
the grating period � (=9.51 μm for this device) and the
effective index neff (=3.644, fitted). Therefore, if the gain
medium has sufficient bandwidth to cover both modes, we
can control grating parameters � and neff to place fB at the
laser gain centre wavelength and meet the design specification
for achieving defect-mode lasing at predetermined frequencies.
The remarkable similarity between experimentally measured
and numerically calculated results support this conclusion.
However, the presence of FP facets is a potential source of
error in fabrication (further to � and neff ), as the frequency
spacing between modes can be sensitive to the random location
of cleaved facets. Indeed, there is a small observable deviation
between simulation (mode spacing 111.40 GHz) and experi-
ment (mode spacing 109.76 GHz). This 1.6 GHz deviation in
mode positions can be attributed to FP facet reflection, which
is competing with the grating feedback and thereby perturbs
the ADFB mode solutions [6]–[8].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this letter we have discussed the response function of
holographically designed multi-defect aperiodic DFB gratings
under the influence of gain. The ADFB gratings are charac-
terized by a well-defined set of Fourier components; we have
hypothesized that each of these components will contribute
two band-edge modes to the grating response. Depending on
the positioning of these modes they may combine, leading to
a robust low threshold defect state which does not vary in fre-
quency with grating feedback strength. By using numerically
accurate transfer matrix techniques to study these gratings we
find that the results agree with our hypothesis. We have then
shown that these results can be used to predict the dominant

mode frequencies of a terahertz semiconductor laser with an
embedded ADFB grating. These results suggest that hologram
design techniques could be used to produce gratings with
a large number of closely spaced defect resonances. Such
structures could see application in both discrete electronic
tuning and difference frequency generation.
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